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1 Introduction

This document describes the TCP/IP communications interface to the LSPHD. 

TCP/IP is based upon socket based communications. Establishing a TCP/IP 
communications link involves the server (LSPHD) listening for client connection 
requests on a server listening port (1050).

Following the successful creation of a socket between the client and the server 
the client provides suitable commands as described in the Landscan Protocol to 
communicate with the server.

The Landscan Protocol is described in detail and examples of the appropriate 
message strings for each command are given.

This document also includes examples of C++ code used for TCP/IP socket 
based communications.

2 LSPHD Communications

2.1 Overview

The LSPHD adopts a Master/Slave relationship with other communicating 
devices where the LSPHD will always be the Slave, only responding to messages 
when prompted to do so by the Master. 

The users own computer equipment or process computer must act as the Master 
device by initiating ALL transmissions. Messages sent by the Master are referred 
to as commands, whilst replies from the LSPHD are referred to as responses and 
for every command there will be a response. 

NOTE: The exception to the Master/Slave relationship is the LSPHD streaming 
mode, reference 2.10.5.

All messages are identified by a three character string followed by the content 
of the message. The SPACE character must be used as a delimiter between 
each parameter that constructs the message; a CARRIAGE RETURN followed by 
a NULL character acts as the message terminator. All message characters are 
ASCII values. 

The LSPHD processor will reject any messages which do not comply with the 
message interface definition. 
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It is the responsibility of the user, when interfacing to the LAND processor, to 
ensure transmissions were received intact and interpreted as intended and that 
parameter changes have been accepted.

Please allow 6 seconds before attempted reconnections.

2.2 Multiple Clients

The LSPHD supports a maximum of four simultaneous client connections.

NOTE: It is important that only one LSPHD client is used to change the LSPHD 
configuration to prevent conflicting client configuration data.

2.3 Reply Code 

All responses from the processor return a reply code, which conveys information 
to the user about the health and global system integrity of the unit. 

The reply code can be returned in response to any command. It will normally be 
zero indicating that the message transmission that the LSPHD received was not 
corrupted, the settings (if applicable) are valid and the parameter changes (if 
necessary) have been implemented successfully in the LSPHD. 

The reply code is also returned when zone or data sample information is 
requested. When zero, it indicates that the accompanying data returned in this 
message is current and good, otherwise the code will reflect a known event or 
condition which can be diagnosed by the user as the reason for unacceptable 
data. 

If at any time, the reply codes are not zero then the value can be interpreted 
from the list provided. 

If a system critical event occurs then an appropriate reply code will be sent with 
the next serial transmission. The LSPHD will also activate the system fault relay 
output. 

It is recommended that the user checks the LSPHD system condition from the 
reply code before any settings are modified or data is uploaded The `hello’ 
message (SHO) (described later in this section) should be used for this purpose. 

2.4 Unit Identity Code 

During the manufacturing process, the LSPHD is programmed with a unique 
number (up to 5 digits) which is referred to as the Identity Code. A particular 
LSPHD can be identified using this number by sending a `hello’ message which 
will return both the reply code and the unit identity code. The identity code also 
forms part of the response to a data request. 
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2.5 Parameters 

The parameters settings are validated by the LSPHD on receipt to be an 
integer, i.e. a whole number, a floating point value, i.e. with a fractional part 
or a character string of length. Each individual parameter is checked against 
the range given in the ‘Accepted Values’ field. The whole message is rejected 
if either the format or the range of any individual parameter is invalid. The 
message is also rejected if the number of parameters is incorrect, either too 
many or not enough are received. 

2.6 Ethernet Message Timing 

A request for scan line information via Ethernet will instruct the LSPHD to 
transmit the data from the following scan line. To obtain information about a 
specific scan line, the request must be received and buffered by the LSPHD prior 
to processing the data. The size and location in time of this window is governed 
by the scan rate, the number of samples requested in a ‘Send Next Data’ 
message and the data processing overhead. 

Figure 1. Ethernet Message Timing

Scan 
Valid

Processor 
Timing

acquire and process the data

receive next request 
and bu�er it

Process 
request

Process 
response
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2.7 Ethernet TCP/IP Implementation 

TCP/IP is implemented in the LSPHD using the concept of a socket interface. 
The LSPHD acts as a server, passively listening for a connection on a selected 
port. The client can then at any time actively open the connection and establish 
a channel for communications. Messages can be exchanged whilst the interface 
remains open. 

If the LSPHD is removed from service requiring the power to be switched off or 
if there is a mains supply failure then the client must attempt to re-establish 
that connection indefinitely until the unit is brought on-line again. 

If the client detects an irrecoverable situation where the LSPHD does not 
respond to messages the connection should be properly closed before retrying. 
If the client itself decides to terminate the relationship then it must properly 
close down the connection. 

When implementing a client application using a proprietary `socket 
interface’, it may be necessary to configure the socket option on the client for 
“SODONTLINGER”. This option should be selected when the socket is initialised 
and will ensure successful closure of a client/server connection on shutdown.
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Figure 2. Message Sequence - Integrity Check

SYSTEM INTEGRITY 
CHECK

Computer Land Processor

(Validate integrity)

Send Hello

Respond with AnswerVerify the identity of the 
processor by recognising its 
unique identity number.
Interpret the reply code to 
validate the system integ-
rity.
A reply code of 0 indicates a 
healthy processor.

Respond with system in-
tegrity and unit integrity

2.8 Commands & Responses

This type of message can be used by the Master to initiate communications with 
the LAND LSPHD and checks that it is communicating properly and its current 
condition. It is the simplest message, and takes the form of a Hello command 
with an Answer response. The response returns the system reply code followed 
by the unit identity code. It is recommended that this message precedes any 
other message. 
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2.9 Configuration Setup

This type of message allows interrogation and configuration of the processing 
parameter settings secured within the LSPHD’s non-volatile memory. Groups 
of functionally similar parameters within the LSPHD are handled by individual 
messages.

2.9.1 Set Parameters Commands
These commands can be used to configure the parameter group within the 
LSPHD. The LSPHD will reply with an acknowledgment after the data changes 
have been validated and any new settings have been secured to non-volatile 
memory. If this process is not completed successfully a reply code will be 
returned which can be interpreted by the mill computer to discover any 
problems with the message content, the settings or the implementation of new 
values. The parameters must be grouped together, as shown for each specific 
message, before being transmitted to the LSPHD. 

NOTE:

New parameter settings will be affected immediately after they have been 
received and validated.
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Figure 3. Message Sequence - Set Parameters

SYSTEM PROCESSOR
PARAMETERS

Computer Land Processor

(Validate integrity)

Send Hello

Respond with AnswerVerify the identity of the 
processor by recognising its 
unique identity number.
Interpret the reply code to 
validate the system integ-
rity.
A reply code of 0 indicates a 
healthy processor.

Respond with system 
integrity and unit integ-
rity

Set Parameters

Respond to Set 
Parameters

(Set con�guration parameters)

If the reply code and unit 
identity are OK, contruct the 
message according to this 
document and send the 
selected parameter settings 
to the processor

Check the command can be 
regognised and that it has 
not been corrupted during 
transmission

Validate the message 
structure, the parameter 
content and the parameter 
values

If accepted then secure the new 
parameter settings to non-volatile 
memory and return a successful 
reply.  If values are rejected then 
respond with appropriate reply 
code.
Continue with capturing and 
processing the scan data with the 
new parameter settings. 

Check that the reply code is 
0, to indicate a sucessful 
update
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2.9.2 Get Parameter Commands
This type of command message can be used to instruct the LSPHD to return 
the requested parameter group values and transfer the information back to the 
process computer. This is used to verify that parameter changes made using 
the `set parameter’ message have been successful by reading back the same 
parameters which were previously written. 

Figure 4. Message Sequence - Get Parameters

PROCESSOR
PARAMETERS

Computer Land Processor

(Validate integrity)

Send Hello

Respond with AnswerVerify the identity before 
changing the processor 
con�guration

Respond with system integrity 
and unit integrity

Send Parameters

Respond with 
Parameter Values

(Send con�guration parameters)

If the reply code and unit 
identity are OK, send the 
appropriate command to 
the Processor to request the 
parameter values

Check the command can be 
regognised and that it has 
not been corrupted during 
transmission

Interpret the command and return 
the requested parameter settings 
from the worjing con�guration with 
a reply code

Before accepting the 
parameter settings, ensure 
the command was received 
correctly and the response 
has not been corrupted by 
interpreting the reply code
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Usage: 

This message is used to ensure that the LAND LSPHD is responding to 
communications. A reply code of 0 will indicate all is satisfactory within the 
LSPHD. The identity code distinguishes one LSPHD from the next where there is 
more than one installation. 

Command Example:

SHO<CR><NULL>

Response Example:

The response from a LSPHD whose identity code is 12149 and whose system 
integrity is intact would be as follows.

RAN 0 12149<CR><NULL>

2.9.3 SHO System Health Check

Figure 5. SHO command

Command Name: Send Hello (SHO)
Data: None

Response Name: Respond with Answer (RAN)
Data:
Description Type Value
Reply Code Integer (-30000 to +20000)
LPU2E Identity Code Integer 0 to 65535
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2.9.4 SEP Set Emissivity 

Usage:

Set the remote control emissivity analog output to the Landscan sensor head 
enabling users to adjust the emissivity value utilised by the head with changing 
products. 

Command example:

SEP 0.85<CR><NULL>

Response example:

REP 0<CR><NULL>

Figure 6. SEP command

Command Name: Set Emissivity (SEP)
Data:
Description Type Value
Scan Emissivity Float  0.2 to 1.0

Response Name: Respond to Emissivity Parameter (REP)
Data:
Description Type Value
Reply Code Integer (-30000 to +20000)
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Usage:

Send emissivity instructs the LSPHD to return the setting for emissivity which is 
configured to remotely control the Landscan sensor head. 

Command example:

To interrogate the LSPHD for its analog output control setting for emissivity:

SEV<CR><NULL>

Response example:

The response from a LSPHD which is setting an emissivity of the sensor head of 
0.85 would be:

REV 0 0.85<CR><NULL>

2.9.5 SEV Send Emissivity 

Figure 7. SEV Command

Command Name: Send Emissivity Value (SEV)
Data: None

Response Name: Respond with Emissivity (REV)
Data:
Description Type Value
Reply Code Integer (-30000 to +20000)
Emissivity Float 0.2 to 1.0
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2.9.6 SZP Set Zone Parameters 

Figure 8. SZP command

Command Name Set Zone Parameters (SZP)
Data:
Description Type Value
Zone tracking hot product

Zone1

-

-

Zone tracking hot product

Zone 14

Integer 0 or 1
Where 0=track process
          1=track product

Zone units zone 1

-

-

Zone units zone 14

Integer 0 or 1
Where 0=percent
          1=distance

Reference zone 1

-

-

Reference zone 14

Integer 0, 1 or 2
Where 0=start
          1=centre
          2=end

Start of zone 1

-

-

Start of zone 14

Float -9999 to +9999

End of zone 1

-

-

End of zone 14

Float -9999 to +9999

Zone 1 type

-

-

-

Zone 14 type

Integer 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5
Where 0=Off
          1=Minimum
          2=Average
          3=Peak
          4=Quantile
          5=Average Threshold

Response Name: Response to zone Parameters (RZP)
Data:
Description Type Value
Reply Code Integer -30000 to 20000
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Usage:

Set zone parameters sends the zone configuration to the LSPHD. 

Each zone can be selected to either track the process, i.e. the full scan width or 
track the hot product within the field of view. The position of each zone can be 
specified relatively using percentages of product width, scan width or absolutely 
using measurement units. For flexibility and ease of use each zone can be 
referenced to start, centre or end of scan if tracking the process or start, centre 
and end of product width if tracking the hot product. 

For more information on configuring the zone processing model, please refer to 
the Landscan Configuration Software User Guide.

The zone information itself consists of each zone start position, each zone end 
position and the type of zone data processing which can be Peak, Average, or 
Minimum. All 14 zone settings must be set up, those not in use should be turned 
off in the zone type. Zones may be allowed to overlap each other and can set 
with a resolution down to 1 sample. 

Command Example:

To set up a zone model as follows: 

• Zone 1 Average from 10% to 90%, 

• Zone 4 Peak from 45% to 55%,

• Zone 14 Min from 10% to 20%,

• Zones tracking the hot product and referenced to the first hot edge (or 
start). 

The message is: 

SZP 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

 10 0 0 45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10

 90 0 0 55 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20

 2 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

 <CR><NULL>

Response Example: 

The response from a LSPHD who accepted the zone settings would be:

RZP 0 <CR><NULL>
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2.9.7 SZV Send Zone Parameter Values 

Figure 9. SZV command

Command Name Set Zone Parameters Values (SZV)
Data:

Response Name: Respond with Zone Parameters Values (RZV)
Data
Description Type Value
Reply code Integer -30000 to +20000
Zone tracking hot product

Zone1

-

-

Zone tracking hot product

Zone 14

Integer 0 or 1
Where 0=track process
          1=track product

Zone units zone 1

-

-

Zone units zone 14

Integer 0 or 1
Where 0=percent
          1=distance

Reference zone 1

-

-

Reference zone 14

Integer 0, 1 or 2
Where 0=start
          1=centre
          2=end

Start of zone 1

-

-

Start of zone 14

Float -9999 to +9999

End of zone 1

-

-

End of zone 14

Float -9999 to +9999

Zone 1 type

-

-

-

Zone 14 type

Integer 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5
Where 0=Off
          1=Minimum
          2=Average
          3=Peak
          4=Quantile
          5=Average Threshold
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Usage:

Send zone parameter values instructs the LSPHD to return all the values of its 
zone parameter settings as described in the previous message definition. 

Command example:

To interrogate the LSPHD for its zone model settings, the message is:

SZV<CR><NULL>

Response example:

The response from a LSPHD with four equal zones tracking the hot product 
referenced to the first edge processing peak, minimum and average statistics 
would be:- 

• Zone 1: 0 to 25% (PEAK)  

• Zone 2: 25% to 50% (MIN) 

• Zone 3: 50% to 75% (AVR)  

• Zone 4: 75 to 100% (PEAK) 

RZV 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

  0 25 50 75 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

  25 50 75 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

  3 1 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

  <CR><NULL>           
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2.9.8 SAP Set Alarm Parameters

Usage:

Set alarm parameters sends the alarms configuration to the LSPHD. This 
message sets the alarm threshold level and a high or low active condition 
relative to the threshold. All 14 alarm parameters must be set for the threshold 
and type. Alarms which are not in use should be 

disabled by setting the type to off. 

Command example:

To set 4 active high alarms at 700 degrees associated with zones 1 to 4 the 
message is:

SAP 700 700 700 700 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

 <CR><NULL>

Response example:

The response from a LSPHD which accepted the alarm settings would be:

RAP 0<CR><NULL>

Figure 10. SAP command

Command Name Set Alarm Parameters (SAP)
Data:
Description Type Value

Alarm threshold zone 1

-

-

Alarm threshold zone 14

Integer 0 to 3000 degrees

Reference zone 1

-

-

Reference zone 14

Integer 0, 1 or 2
Where 0=Off
          1=High
          2=Low

Response Name: Response to zone Parameters (RZP)
Data:
Description Type Value
Reply Code Integer -30000 to 20000
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2.9.9 SAV Send Alarm Parameter Values 

Usage:

This message instructs the LSPHD to return all the values of its alarm parameter 
settings as described in the previous message definition. 

Command example:

To interrogate the LSPHD for its alarm settings, the message is:

SAV<CR><NULL>

Response example:

The response from a LSPHD with 2 active low alarms at 640 degrees associated 
with zones 1 and 2 would be:- 

RAV 0 640 640 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

  2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

  <CR><NULL>

Figure 11. SAV command

Command Name: Send Alarm Parameter Value (SAV)
Data: None

Response Name: Respond with Alarm Parameter Value (RAV)
Data:
Description Type Value
Reply Code Integer (-30000 to +20000)
Alarm threshold zone 1

-

-

Alarm threshold zone 14

Integer 0 to 3000 degrees

Alarm type zone 1

-

-

Alarm type zone 14

Integer 0, 1 or 2
Where 0=Off
          1=High
          2=Low
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2.9.10 SSP Set System Parameter Values 

Usage:

The parameters in this message are those parameters which will be set up when 
the system is first configured and are unlikely to be changed thereafter. 

User temperature adjustment is a user adjustment to the calibrated temperature 
data and can offset the calculated temperature by up to 200 degrees. 

The temperature units set the calibration of the temperature data for degrees C 
or degrees F. All other temperature related parameters in other messages will be 
assumed to be in the same units as selected here. 

The system distance units are used for all distance measurements in the system 
configuration and can be either mm or inches.

The current output range configures all the zone output channels to 0-20mA 
or 4-20mA range. This parameter is only relevant for LSPHD software versions 
prior to V6.00. For post V6.00 LSPHD communications the parameter is ignored 
as each output channel has an independent output range setting. Contact Land 
for further information.

Command example:

To set an offset temperature of 10 degrees, degrees F temperature units, mm 
distance units and output range 4 to 20mA  the message format is:

SSP 10 1 0 4 <CR><NULL>

Response example:

The response from a LSPHD which accepted the system settings would be:

RSP 0 <CR><NULL>

Figure 12. SSP command

Command Name: Set System Parameter Values (SSP)
Data: None
Description Type Value
User Temp Offset Integer (-200 to +200)

Temperature Units Float 0 or 1
where 0=C
          1=F

Distance Units Float 0 or 1
where 0=mm
          1=inches

Current Output Range Float 0 or 4
where 0=0-20mA
          1=4-20mA

Response Name: Respond with System Parameter Values  (RSP)
Data:
Description Type Value
Reply Code Integer (-30000 to +20000)
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2.9.11 SSV Send System Parameter Values 

Usage:

Send system parameter values instructs the LSPHD to return the system 
variables shown above. 

Command example:

To interrogate the LSPHD for its system settings, the message is:

SSV<CR><NULL>

Response example:

The response from a LSPHD with the following configuration: 

• Temperature Offset = 5  

• Temperature Units =  C

• Distance Units = inches 

• Current Output Range = 0 – 20mA

would be. RSV 0 5 0 1 0<CR><NULL>

NOTE: The Current Output Range parameter is only relevant for LSPHD software 
versions prior to V6.00. For post V6.00 LSPHD communications the parameter is 
ignored as each output channel has an independent output range. Contact Land 
for further information.

Figure 13. SSV command

Command Name: Send System Parameter Values (SSV)
Data: None

Response Name: Respond with System Parameter Values  (RSV)
Data:
Description Type Value
Reply Code Integer (-30000 to +20000)
Temperature Units Float 0 or 1

where 0=C
          1=F

Distance Units Float 0 or 1
where 0=mm
          1=inches

Current Output Range Float 0 or 4
where 0=0-20mA
          1=4-20mA
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2.10  Data Collection

This type of message provides the user with a means of obtaining scan line 
information from the LSPHD. This information is available on request for external 
computer systems, database analysis, post processing by third party equipment 
etc. The LSPHD will respond by sending either zone data or full scan line data 
(Ethernet only) from the next scan line to be processed. 

Figure 14. Message Sequence Data Collection

DATA COLLECTION

Computer Land Processor

(Computer polls the processor for data)

Send Next Data
Send Zone Data

Respond Next Data
Respond with Zone data

Verify the identity of the 
processor by recognising its 
unique identity number.
Interpret the reply code to 
validate the system integrity 
and con�rm the data is 
valid.
A reply code of 0 indicates a 
healthy processor.

If there is no fault condition, 
repsond with next scan data 
and set the reply code to 0.
If there is a fault load the 
error into the reply code 
and reply with the last valid 
line of the data.
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2.10.1 SZD Zone Data 

A shortened response, containing only zone and alarm data can be requested 
using the “Send Zone Data” command. This message format can be used with 
slow RS232 communications and with fast Ethernet communications. The slow 
serial link would be perfectly adequate for the user to request information on an 
occasional basis in the order of once a second. 

The high speed Ethernet link should be considered by users requiring real time 
zone data on a per scan line basis

The maximum scan rate possible for this message is 20Hz.

Figure 15. SZD command

Command Name: Send Zone Data (SZD)
Data: None

Response Name: Respond with Zone Data (RZD)
Data:
Description Type Value
Reply Code Integer (-30000 to +20000)
LPU2 Identity Number Integer 0 to 65535

Line Identity Number Integer 1 to 60000
SND Sample setup Integer 100, 200, 250, 500 or 1000 samples
Zone 1 data

-

-

Zone 14 data

Integer 0 to 3000 degrees

Alarm Condition Character 14 0’s or 1’s where 0=Off, 1=On
System Alarm Condition Integer 0 or 1 where 0=Off, 1=On
First Edge sample number Integer 0 to 1000
Last Edge sample number Integer 0 to 1000
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NOTE: The alarm condition string is made up of all 14 alarm states combined 
together without intermediate spaces into a string variable of length 14. The 
first figure represents alarm 14. This format is used to minimise the overall size 
of the message. 

Usage:

Send zone data instructs the LSPHD to return all the calibrated zone data, alarm 
data and line information for the next scan line that is processed. The reply 
message content is identical to the Send Next Data message excluding the 
calibrated line data samples at the end. 

Command example:

To request the zone data from the LSPHD for the next scan line, the message is:

SZD<CR><NULL>

Response example:

The response from a LSPHD for a typical process might be:-

RZD 0 12149 203 100 666 655 612 621 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0

10010000000000 0 23 76 <CR><NULL>

This message is from a healthy LSPHD whose identity code is 12149. The line 
counter has reached 203. The number of samples to which the edge positions 
relate is 100 and the LSPHD has detected the product edges at samples 23 and 
76 with respect to a scan width of 100. 

Four zones configured in the zone model and for this scan line the 1st and 4th 
zone alarms have tripped. The system alarm and the reply code are both 0, 
reflecting the data content of the message is true representation of the product 
and the integrity of the system can be relied upon.
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2.10.2 SND Scan Line Data 

Full scan line data can also be requested, this type of response contains all the 
zone and alarm data which comprises the zone data response and in addition 
the calibrated data samples from the line are appended to the end significantly 
increasing the overall size of the response. 

The large quantities of data associated with this message necessitate the fast 
transfer rates provided by an Ethernet communications link. Users wishing to 
utilise this facility for requesting scan line data should carefully consider their 
requirements. The Configuration software allows access to a parameter to select 
the number of data samples returned in response to a Send Next Data request 
(See the Ethernet Setup section of this guide). This value can be setup as 100, 
200, 250, 500 or 1000 samples per line. 

Storage requirements on the master computer must provide adequate buffer 
space for the complete message. Users requiring information about every 
scan line at the selected scan rate should consider requesting no more than a 
maximum of 250 samples each time. Larger numbers of samples such as 500 
or 1000 can be requested at much slower rates if all the data can be usefully 
managed. The number of samples returned in this message have been linearly 
chosen from the full scan line of 1000 samples i.e. 100 samples are chosen as 
the 1st, 11th, 21st etc. data points. 

The SND command is not intended for high speed/bandwidth communications 
as it uses ASCII commands that are easy to interpret at the client but are 
inefficient in transmitting data. 

In high speed applications where the full line data is required it is recommended 
that the alternative SLD command is used as this provides the data in a raw 
binary format.

You can change the number of samples present in the SND response ASCI 
command  with the following results: 

Samples 

100                65Hz 

200                33Hz 

500                10Hz 

1000                1Hz
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Figure 16. SND command

Command Name: Send Next Data (SND)
Data: None

Response Name: Respond with Next Data (RND)

Data:
Description Type Value
Reply Code Integer (-30000 to +20000)
LPU2 Identity Number Integer 0 to 65535

Line Identity Number Integer 1 to 60000
SND Sample setup Integer 100, 200, 250, 500 or 1000 samples
Zone 1 data

-

-

Zone 14 data

Integer 0 to 3000 degrees

Alarm Condition Character 14 0’s or 1’s where 0=Off, 1=On
System Alarm Condition Integer 0 or 1 where 0=Off, 1=On
First Edge sample number Integer 0 to 1000
Last Edge sample number Integer 0 to 1000
Calibrated data sample 1

-

-

Calibrated data sample n

Integer 0 to 3000 degrees

(where n is the number of samples in the message i.e. 100, 200, 250, 500 or 1000 samples)
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The alarm condition string is made up of all 14 alarm states combined together 
without intermediate spaces into a string variable of length 14. The first figure 
represents the alarm 1 and the final figure represents alarm 14. This format is 
used to minimise the overall size of the message. 

Usage:

Send next data instructs the LSPHD to return the calibrated data for the next 
scan line that is processed. In the reply, the line data size indicates the number 
of calibrated samples to follow in the message. The line identity will be assigned 
by the LSPHD to every line collected, this will identify if a line has been missed 
by the master during its data poling. It will start counting from the first valid 
scan line it acquires. It is not referenced to the product. After 60000 lines the 
counter will start again. The zone and alarm data will return 0 if the zone is OFF. 
The first and last edge samples will both be zero if no hot product is present. If 
a hot product is detected, the first edge sample will be a value between 1 and 
(n-1) and the last edge sample will be a value between 2 and n where n is the 
number of samples in the line. Thereafter follows the data. 

Command example:

To request data samples from the LSPHD for the next scan line, the message is:

SND<CR><NULL>

Response example:

The response from a LSPHD for a typical process might be:

RND 0 12149 203 100 666 655 612 621 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0

10010000000000 0 23 76 +[100 data samples] <CR><NULL>

 

This message is from a healthy LSPHD whose identity code is 12149. The line 
counter has reached 203. The number of samples to which the edge positions 
relate is 100 and the LSPHD has detected the product edges at samples 23 and 
76 with respect to a scan width of 100. 

Four zones configured in the zone model and for this scan line the 1st and 
4th zone alarms have tripped. The system alarm and the reply code are both 
0, reflecting the data content of the message is a true representation of the 
product and the integrity of the system can be relied upon. Thereafter follows 
the actual data sampled from the scanner head. The complete response is 
terminated with a carriage return.
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2.10.3 SBD Send Binary Data
Performance: 150Hz single client.

Command: ‘SBD<CR><NULL>’ Responds with following binary structure:

Header

Char[3] ReplyCmd;   //’RBD’

UInt16 MsgLength  // Total message length Body

Int16 ReplyCode;   // Contains error code (zero = no error)

UInt16 N1DataStructFormat; //  number that defines the form of the struct

UInt16 UnitId;    //  unit id of LSPHD

UInt16 MessageLength;  //  message length without header

UInt16 DataAvailableBitMap; //  internal use Respective bit will be high when 
the data is available

UInt16 MessageFormat;  //  internal use meaning of analog & digital data

UInt16 SPARE;

Int16 NumberOfSamples; // Number of filled entries in LineData

Int16 ErrorCode[6];          //  Contains error code (zero = no error)

UInt16 ErrorPosBitMap[6];     //  internal use

Int16 ContextCode[6];        //  internal use

float ActualScannerSpeed;   //  as measured by the LSPHD

UInt16 SPARE;           //  internal use

UInt16 ProductFlag;          //  internal use

UInt16 LineNumber;            //  line number  wraps at max UINt

Int16 SystemAlarm;           //  LSPHD system alarm

Int16 ControlZoneData[14];   //  14 LSPHD zone data in °C *10

Int16 AlarmData[14];         //  14 LSPHD zone alarm data

float AnalogInput[8];        //  8 Analogue inputs           

Int16 DigitalInput[8];       //  8 Digital inputs

Int16 AuxThermoData;         //  Ambient Temperature raw data

Int16 FirstEdge;              //  sample position of first edge (hot product)

Int16 LastEdge;               //  sample position of last edge  (hot product)           

Int16 ZoneStart[14];  //  sample position of zone first edge

Int16 ZoneEnd[14];   //  sample position of zone last edge

Int16 FirstSamplePosition;   //  the position of the first sample, eg 1 in the 
range 1 to 1000 

Int16 Spare;    //  internal use

Int16 ScanAngle;         //  Configured Scan angle in degree

Int16 mm10PerLine;        //  internal use

Int16 LineData[1000];  //  line data in °C *10
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2.10.4 Stream Binary Data Commands

The following commands can be used to enable streaming on the TCP/IP 
connection of the LSPHD data for each new line as it is available.

Only one stream mode can be enabled at any time.

‘SUP 23 1<CR><NULL>’ – Enable Stream SBD (Binary Line Data)

Response:

‘RUP 0<CR><NULL>’ – Command accepted (Enable Stream SBD (Binary Line 
Data))

‘RUP –x<CR><NULL>’ – i.e x =’76’ Command not known (Response from 
LSC-B)

‘SUP 23 0<CR><NULL>’ – Disable Stream SBD 

Response:

 ‘RUP 0<CR><NULL>’ – Command accepted (Disable Stream SBD (Binary Line 
Data))

2.10.4.1 Streamed Data Flow
Enable streamed mode:

First set up all relevant parameters for the LSP-HD.

Send ‘SUP 23 1<CR><NULL>’.

Wait for ‘RUP…<CR><NULL>’ response.

If ‘RUP -x<CR><NULL>’ x<>0 was received no streamed mode entered 
(possible LSC-B) -> use standard SND messaging system.

If ‘RUP 0<CR><NULL>was received streamed sending starts automatically. No 
commands messages required.

Disable streamed mode:

Send ‘SUP 23 0<CR><NULL>’.

Wait for ‘RUP…<CR><NULL>’ response.

If ‘RUP 0<CR><NULL> was received streamed stops.

Change configuration during streamed mode:

Disable streamed mode.

Do Changes.

Enable streamed mode.
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2.10.5 SFD Fixed Data 

Performance Note: This ASCII based message is limited to a maximum 100Hz 
performance.

This message provides a fixed length response, including zone data and 
emissivity value.

Usage:

Send fixed data instructs the LSPHD to send the current control zone data and 
emissivity value. The message reply is a fixed length (87bytes) due to leading 
zeros on the message data.

Command example:

To request the fixed data from the LSPHD for the current scan line, the message 
is:

SFD 0.80<CR><NULL>

Response example:

The response from an LSPHD for a typical process would be:-

RFD 000000 0301 0302 0303 0304 0305 0306 0307 0308 0309 0310 
0311 0312 0313 0314 0.05<CR><NULL>

Figure 17. SFD command

Command Name: Send Fixed Data (SFD)
Data: None
Description Type Value
Emissivity Set point Float 0.01 to 1.00

Response Name: Respond with Fixed Data (RFD)
Data:
Description Type Value
Reply code Integer -30000 to 20000
Zone 1 data

-

-

Zone 14 data

Integer 14 values 0000 to 3000

Emissivity Value Float 14 0’s or 1’s where 0=Off, 1=On
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2.11 Remote Output Control

This type of message provides the user with a method of operating the LSPHD 
outputs remotely using communications.

Each message relates to a single output allowing the user to change the state of 
the relevant LSPHD output. The required output channel function defined in the 
system configuration must be set to 'Communications Output' .

2.11.1 AOC Analog Output Control

Usage:

Set the analog output channel of the LSPHD to a required value. 

Command example:

To set analog output channel 1 to 11.5mA.

AOC 1 11.5<CR><NULL>

Response example:

RAC 0<CR><NULL>

Figure 18. AOC command

Command Name: Analogue Output Control (AOC)
Data: None
Description Type Value
Channel Integer 0 to 12
Value Float 0.0 to 20.0

Response Name: Respond to Alarm Parameters (RAC)
Data:
Description Type Value
Reply code Integer -30000 to 20000
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2.11.2 DOC Digital Output Control

Usage:

Set the digital output channel of the LSPHD to a required state. 

Command example:

To set digital output channel 1 to high.

DOC 1 1<CR><NULL>

Response example:

RDC 0<CR><NULL>

Figure 19. DOC command

Command Name: Digital Output Control (DOC)
Data: None
Description Type Value
Channel Integer 0 to 12
State Integer 0=Low and 1=High

Response Name: Respond to Alarm Parameters (RDC)
Data:
Description Type Value
Reply code Integer -30000 to 20000
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2.12  150Hz Client Priority Message

For high speed systems where 150Hz live data updates are required and 
multiple clients are connecting to the LSPHD it is necessary to send a client 
priority message to the LSPHD.

Note: This feature is supported in V1.8.0 or later LSPHD firmware.

This message should be sent every time the client connects to the LSPHD to 
ensure 150Hz communications updates.

Note if only one Ethernet client is connecting to the LSPHD then it will 
automatically get priority and 150Hz operation.

2.12.1 SUP Set User Parameter

Usage:

Sets the client as a priority to provide full bandwidth of the LSPHD 
communications.

Command example:

To set the client as a priority client:

SUP 24 1<CR><NULL>

Response example:

RUP 0<CR><NULL>

Figure 20. SUP command

Command Name: Set User Parameter (SUP)

Data: None
Description Type Value
SUP Mode Integer 24 (Fixed value)
Priority Enable Bool 0 to 1

Response Name: Respond to SUP (RUP)
Data:
Description Type Value
Reply code Integer -30000 to 20000
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2.12.2 SLP Set Line scanner Parameters

Usage:

Set linescanner parameters configures the LSPHD to match the linescanner 
speed and drive the remote control input. Scan speed and emissivity values 
must match the scanner settings for correct operation unless the remote 
control analogue outputs are connected. The scan speed range scaling provides 
flexibility for future scanners running at speeds higher than 25Hz. Comms 
sample selection sets the number of samples returned in response to an SND 
request. Line mode selects averaging or peak picking as a pre-processing 
function. The LSPHD will then pre-process the data over the set number of lines. 
The number of lines to pre-process is not used if the line mode is off but a value 
between 2 and 32 must still be sent. The location is a user text string describing 
the position of the Landscan sensor head and up to a maximum of 16 printable 
characters in length.

Command Name: Set Line scanner Parameters (SLP)

Data: None
Description Type Value Default Setting
Scan Speed float 5.0 to 50.0 25Hz
Scan Speed Range Bottom integer 5 to 10 5Hz Scan

Speed Range Top integer 25 to 50 25Hz

Emissivity float 0.1 to 1.0 1

Emis Range Bottom integer 0.1 to 1.0 0.2

Emis Range Top integer 0.1 to 1.0 1.0

Ethernet sample setup integer 100,200,500 or 1000 250 samples

line mode integer 0 or 1 or 2 where 0=off & 1=avr & 2=ppk

Number of lines to process integer 2,4,8,16 or 32 lines

Scanner location string 16 characters max Landscan1

Response Name: Response to Line scanner Parameters (RLP)
Data:
Description Type Value
Comms Valid Reply Code Integer -30000 to 20000

Figure 21. SLP command
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Command Name: Send command (SCM)

Data: None
Description Type Value
action integer 1-65535
id number integer 1-65535

Response Name: Response to SCM 1 (RCM)
Data:
Description Type Value
Comms Valid Reply Code Integer -30000 to 20000
number of data items to follow Integer 0

Response Name: Response to SCM 2 (RCM)
Data:
Description Type Value
Comms Valid Reply Code Integer -30000 to 20000
number of data items to follow Integer 10
noof_tx_server Integer 0
noof_rx_server Integer 0
connection Integer 0
tcp_portname Integer 0
show_progress Integer 0
show_perror Integer 0
prog_type Integer 0
size_of_mess_in Integer 0
next_socket Integer 0
current_socket Integer 0

Response Name: Response to SCM 3 (RCM)
Data:
Description Type Value
Comms Valid Reply Code Integer -30000 to 20000
number of data items to follow Integer 3
number of transmits Integer 0
number of receives Integer 0
connection status  Integer 0 = no connection or 1 = connection 

made

2.12.3 SCM Send command
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Response Name: Response to SCM 4 (RCM)
Data:
Description Type Value
Comms Valid Reply Code Integer -30000 to 20000
number of data items to follow Integer 1
LSPHD_status Integer 0 to 65535

Response Name: Response to SCM 5 4179 (RCM)
Data:
Description Type Value
Comms Valid Reply Code Integer -30000 to 20000
number of data items to follow Integer 1
LSPHD Identity Code Integer 0 to 65535

Response Name: Response to SCM 8196 1234 (RCM)
Data:
Description Type Value
Comms Valid Reply Code Integer -30000 to 20000
number of data items to follow Integer 1
LSPHD Identity Code Integer 0 to 65535

Response Name: Response to SCM 8197 ‘LSPHD Identity Code’ (RCM)
Data:
Description Type Value
Comms Valid Reply Code Integer -30000 to 20000
number of data items to follow Integer 1
LSPHD Identity Code Integer 0 to 65535

Usage:This message is general purpose. Changing the value of the action 
parameter in the command causes the LSPHD responds in a different way. 

An ‘SCM 1’ command will cause the processor card to perform a soft re-boot 
without an associated response. The I/O card will detect that the PC has reset 
its and will then reset its own micro.

An ‘SCM 2’ will return printable diagnostic data on the status of the Ethernet 
operation. 

An ‘SCM 3’ will return three parameters which are presented in the Ethernet 
diagnostic menu to assist users with installation and commissioning. The first 

Figure 22. SCM command
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two parameters increment with each message received and transmitted by/from 
the LSPHD and the third value is a 1 when there is a connection and a 0 when 
there is not.

An ‘SCM 4’ will action the LSPHD to perform a self test and return the result in a 
status byte.

An ‘SCM 8196’ will action the LSPHD to return the LSPHD Identity Code and 
prepare for SCM 8197.

An ‘SCM 8197’ will set the flag to inform the task scheduler in the LSPHD to exit 
to DOS and to run intersvr.exe for software upgrading. This command will only 
be actioned if the LSPHD has received the previous command first.

An ‘SCM 5’ will instruct the LSPHD to perform a NVRAM reset, the PC card will 
then reset itself while restoring default settings.
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2.13 Reply Codes

As part of the LSPHD's communications interface, reply codes are returned in 
the messages from the LSPHD. The reply codes should be interpreted by the 
user as they may contain information of importance. Using the Serial Comms 
diagnostics window, the LSPHD Configuration Software can simulate an external 
serial communications device and thus some of the following reply codes may 
be reported whilst the program is in use. The meaning of these reply codes is 
described below. The first sets of numbers relate to the operation and system 
integrity of the LSPHD itself, and are banded in a region of numbers between 
100 and 410.

101. NO_SCANNER_SIGNAL, data capture interrupt not present

102. SCAN_LINE_TOO_SHORT,scan line less than 25 samples, check scan speed 
or remote control

103. SCAN_LINE_TOO_LONG, scan line more than 1100 samples, check scan 
speed or remote control

104. MICRO_HAS_RESET, LAND I/O card has reset, check card fitted properly

105. MICRO_RESET_NOT_RECOVERED, LAND I/O card has reset and is still not 
working

106. INVALID_CONFIG_BYTE, dongle byte is incorrect

107. MAX_SAMPLE_RATE_EXCEEDED, tried to set up new sampling rate

108. MIN_SAMPLE_RATE_NOT_ACHIEVED ,and rate is outside limits

109. SCANNER_SPEED_TOO_HIGH,number of samples > nominal+10%, check 
scan speed

110. SCANNER_SPEED_TOO_LOW, number of samples < nominal-10%, check 
scan speed

111. SCANNER_SPEED_NOT_STABLE, scanner speed drifting

112. NVRAM_FAULTY, nvram fault bit set

113. NVRAM_RESET_TO_DEFAULTS, LPU2 has reset to system defaults       

114. MICRO_NOT_RESPONDING, LAND I/O card not communicating with PC, 
check card is fitted properly

115. DATA_OVERFLOW , data capture rate too fast

116. DATA_NOT_VALID, data read is old or invalid due to a number of reasons

117. OVERTEMP_CONDITION, the internal temperature has exceeded 60 deg C 

118. SYSTEM_CLOCK_RESET, the setup software has sent a new system date 
and time

119. PC_HAS_RESET, PC main function has been called

120. NEW_SAMPLING_RATE_FAILED, I/O card could not configure the new 
sample rate

121. MAINTENANCE_MODE_ACTIVE, the LPU2 has just switched into 
maintenance mode
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122. OVERRUN_BUG, the I/O card has shown the overrun condition

123. WATCHDOG_CHECK_FAILED,the check word for program execution was 
incorrect

124. NOT_ENOUGH_SAMPLES, less than 1000 samples in scanline_sample_
adjust

125. UNKNOWN_PRODUCT_VARIANT,not basic, Ethernet, basic + ips or Ethernet 
+ips

126. SKIPPED_LINE, interrupt line counter increased by more than one line

127. NO_FAST_TEMPERATURE_SIGNAL, data samples less then 800 bits (4mA)

132. SCANNER_AMB_LOW, Scanner ambient low

133. SCANNER_AMB_HIGH, Scanner ambient warning 

134. SCANNER_AMB_HIGH_HIGH, Scanner ambient alarm 

135. LASER_ACTIVATED, Scanner laser activated 

136. ACQ_CARD_DRIVER_INIT_FAILED, Acquisition Card driver failed to initialise

137. ISR_DRIVER_INIT_FAILED, IO Card ISR Driver failed to start

138. FRONT_PANEL_DRIVER_INIT_FAILED , Front panel controls driver failed 
to initialise

139. ENCODER_CARD_INIT_FAILED, Encoder Card failed to initialise

140. PROGRAM_STARTED, Program has been restarted 

141. ENCODER_CAL_OUT_OF_SPEC, Encoder calibration out of spec 

142. INI_FILE_ERROR,Problem with messages.ini file

143. ENCODER_NOT_MOVING_IN_PRODUCT, No counts from Encoder while 
inside Product

144. MAX_PRODUCT_LENGTH_EXCEEDED, Maximum product length exceeded

147. IO_SYSTEM_CONFIG_CHANGED,

148. IO_SYSTEM_CON_FAILED,If try to connect but have no Ethernet connection

149. IO_SYSTEM_LOGIN_FAILED,

150. IO_SYSTEM_DATA_EXCHG_ERR,

151. EMUL_NOSCAN_CON,

152. EMUL_NO_SCAN_SHO,

153. EMUL_SCAN_SND_CMD,

154. EMUL_SCAN_SEND_RESP,

155. O_SYSTEM_IO_CHANNEL_STATUS_ERR,

156. ANALOG_IP_OUT_OF_RANGE, An anlogue input is set for 4..20mA but is 
receiving < 4mA

157. ANALOG_IP_FAILED, An analogue input is set for 4mA but is receiving < 
2mA

158. EMISSIVITY_CLIPPED_TO_RANGE ,The emissivity represented by an 
Analogue input is out of scanner range and has been clipped
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The second set of numbers relates to the integrity of the Ethernet interface and 
is banded in a region of numbers between -801 and -1000. 

-992 : Ethernet connection lost. 

Other message errors and reply codes:

-97 : Command not recognised.

-96 : Wrong number of parameters in the message.

-95 : Too many digits in a particular parameter.

-53 : The alarm binary string type contains a non binary character.

Some reply codes amount to five digits as a negative number. These numbers 
relate to `Set Configuration’ type messages and are generated when a particular 
parameter is invalid or out of range of its valid limits. The five digits describe 
which parameter is invalid and for what reason. This set of numbers are banded 
between -10000 and -19999 and made up as follows: 

200 : Serial data overflow.

212 : TCP/IP Kernel Startup fault - check licence key is correct.

217 : RS232 rear comms serial data overflow.

300 to 310 : System input hardware problem.

400 to 410 : Event log file handling problem.
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A 1 Encoded.

BC 94 Unsigned integer value outside accepted range.

 93 Unsigned integer has a decimal point.

 92 Integer value outside accepted range.

 91 Integer value has a decimal point.

 90 Long integer outside accepted range.

 89 Long integer has a decimal point.

 88 Floating point value outside accepted range.

 87 Unknown type of parameter value.

DE 1 Parameter number which is in error.

Figure 23. Reply code format 

Scan 
Valid

Process 
response

A B C D E

Process 
response
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3 C++ Programming Examples

Land provides these as a guideline and the Microsoft Winsock API documentation 
should be referred to for further detailed information.

Examples use WINSOCK_API and requires following include in header file

#include <afxsock.h>

Note error trapping should be performed for all socket operations, refer to 
WSAGetLastError() for details.

3.1 Establish Socket Connection

// Create a stream socket for  (TCP, UDP) address family

m_ClientSocket = socket ( AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, 0);

//Set Socket Options

//Turn off the coalescing function

int DelayOption = FALSE;   // TRUE to enable  // FALSE(0) for disable

setsockopt(m_ClientSocket, IPPROTO_TCP, TCP_NODELAY, (char 
*)&DelayOption, sizeof(DelayOption))

//Set server address info

struct       sockaddr_in RemoteAddr;  // server 

unsigned short Port = 1050;

char     ip_address[25];   // string eg ”10.1.10.100”

RemoteAddr.sin_family      = AF_INET;

RemoteAddr.sin_addr.s_addr = inet_addr(ip_address);

RemoteAddr.sin_port = htons(Port);

//Connect to server socket

connect(m_ClientSocket,(struct sockaddr*)&RemoteAddr,sizeof(RemoteAddr))
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3.2 Write data to server

Typical message string to Landscan LSPHD

“SHO<CR>”

Note all message strings should be terminated with a carriage return character.

The following VC++ code implements a write operation using an existing client 
socket connection to the server (Landscan LSPHD).

 unsigned int nremaining;

 int nwritten;

 int error;

 

 nremaining = number_of_bytes; // set nremaining to the full TX string to 
start with 

while(nremaining > 0)

 {

  nwritten = (int)send(m_ClientSocket, ptr, (unsigned int)nremaining, 
0);

  // nwritten is the number of bytes actually written to the port

  if(nwritten == SOCKET_ERROR)

  {              

   error = WSAGetLastError();

   return(error);

  }

    

  nremaining -= nwritten;       // adjust nremaining

  ptr        += nwritten;       // increase ptr along the string to write

  // Will require some method of breaking out of this loop if send fails.
(timer)

  }

 }  
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3.3 Read data from server

The client read data socket functionality is usually implemented in a separate 
process thread to ensure the main application does not hang while waiting for 
replies to messages.

//Peek at the client socket to see if a message has arrived

nremaining = recv(m_ClientSocket, pMess, Len, MSG_PEEK);

 if(nremaining == SOCKET_ERROR)

 {              

  error = WSAGetLastError();

  return error;

 }

//If nremaining == 0 then no messages are ready to be read

//The following can be used to read a message from the client socket

 while(nremaining > 0)

 {

  nread = recv(m_ClientSocket, pMess, nremaining, 0);

  //nread = recv(m_clientsoc, ptr, Len, flags);

  // nread is the number of bytes actually read from the port

  NumReads++;

  if(nread == SOCKET_ERROR)

  {              

   error = WSAGetLastError();

   return error;

  }

  else if(nread == 0)

  {

   // end of file condition

   break;

  }

  if(NumReads == 1)

  {

   if(FindMessageSize(pMess, MessageSize))

   {

    // message has a SZ param
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    if(MessageSize > nremaining)

    {

     MorePackets = TRUE;

     // adjust nremaining to the correct full message size

     nremaining  = MessageSize;

    }

   }

   else

   {

// Message does not have a message size therefore look for end marker.

    // End marker on standard messages is a CR.

// Peek at the stream to find out how many bytes to read and adjust 
nremaining.

*(pMess + Len - 1) = '\0';  // make sure a NULL is at the very end of the buffer

    ptr_in_message = strchr(pMess, 13);

    if(ptr_in_message != NULL)

    {                  

     // CR found in 'in_message' at position 'ptr_in_
message'

     // replace the CR with a NULL

*(ptr_in_message + 1) = '\0';   // put Null at the end of the message

     // Done, message is complete.

    } 

   }

  } // end if(NumReads == 1)

  nremaining -= nread;

  pMess      += nread;       // increase ptr along the string to write

 } // end while



3.4 Close Socket connection

closesocket(m_ClientSocket);



PRODUCT  WARRANTY
Thank you for purchasing your new product from Land Instruments International.  This Land 
manufacturer’s ‘back-to-base’ warranty covers product malfunctions arising from defects in design 
or manufacture.  The warranty period commences on the instrument despatch date from the Land 
Instruments International Ltd. factory in Dronfield, UK.

36 MONTHS WARRANTY
Building upon the reputation for reliability and longevity that System 4 and UNO thermometers 
have earned, Land are delighted to be able to provide our customers with an industry-leading 
36 month warranty for the following products:-

• System 4 thermometers, processors, accessories and mountings and special instruments 
based on System 4.

• UNO thermometers, accessories and mountings and special instruments based on UNO.

• Application-dedicated processors based on LANDMARK® Graphic.

• ABTS/S and ABTS/U

• FTS

• VDT/S and VDT/U

• DTT

• FLT5/A

This 36 month warranty is provided as standard for all orders for the products listed above received from 
1st May 2002.

We believe that our customers expect us to set the standard in terms of performance, quality, reliability and 
value for money.  This 36 months warranty, as a part of an on-going program of continuous improvement, 
is just one way in which Land strive to maintain our position as the temperature measurement partner of 
choice.

24 MONTHS WARRANTY
The following Land Instruments International products are provided with a 24 months warranty:

• ARC.

• FTI-E

• NIR

12 MONTHS WARRANTY
All Land Instruments International products not provided with either a 36 month or 24 month warranty (see 
lists above), are provided with a 12 months warranty.



PRODUCT  WARRANTY
EXCLUSIONS FROM WARRANTY

It should be noted that costs associated with calibration checks which may be requested during the warranty 
period are not covered within the warranty.

Land reserve the right to charge for service/calibration checks undertaken during the warranty period if the 
cause is deemed to fall outside the terms of the warranty.

This Land manufacturer’s warranty does not cover product malfunction arising from:-

• incorrect electrical wiring.

• connection to electrical power sources outside the rating of the product.

• physical shock (being dropped, etc.) and impact damage.

• inappropriate routing, support, physical shock & strain protection, etc. of the lightguide (Fibroptic 
thermometers only).

• environmental conditions exceeding the IP / NEMA rating of the product.

• environmental conditions outside the Ambient Temperature, Humidity and Vibration rating of the product.

• environmental contamination (solvent vapours, deposition of airborne contamination, cooling liquids of 
non-neutral pH, etc.).

• overheating as a result of interruption of water/air flow through cooling jackets or of incorrect installation.

• inappropriate modification of product (drilling holes in thermometer bodies, etc.).

• inappropriate recalibration which results in product calibration being taken outside specification.

• improper resealing of thermometer following parameter adjustment (UNO, FLT5/A, etc.).

• attempted repair by a non-Land-authorised repair centre.
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Email: land.infrared@ametek.co.uk  •  www.landinst.com
AMETEK Land,  Inc .   •   150 Freepor t  Rd.   •   P i t t sburgh,  PA 15238  •   U.S.A.   •   Te l :  +1 (412)  826 4444    
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